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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present application relates to a plurality of methods of detecting a scene change in a streamed video; a
method of determining the perceptual impact of a packet loss on a streamed video; a method of determining the perceptual
impact of the occurrence of a new scene in a streamed video, and a computer-readable medium.

Background

[0002] Television content or video content can be transmitted across an IP network from a content provider to a device
which is used by an end user. The device may be a personal computer, a wireless communications device, a set-top
box, a television with set-top box functionality built in, a smart TV, or a smart set-top box. The television content or video
content may have audio content associated therewith which is usually transmitted therewith. Where the transmission
occurs in "real time", meaning that the content is displayed before the transmission is complete, this is referred to as
streaming.
[0003] Video streaming across communications networks is becoming increasingly common. To ensure the end-to-
end quality of video streamed over a communications network, the network operator and the video service provider may
use video quality models. A video quality model generates an objective assessment of video quality by measuring
artifacts or errors from coding and transmission that would be perceptible to a human observer. This can replace subjective
quality assessment, where humans watch a video sample and rate its quality.
[0004] Video quality models have been known for some time in the academic world but it is only recently that their
use has been standardized. Perceptual video quality models are described in the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) standards J.144, J.247 and J.341. Perceptual models have the advantage that they can use pixel values
in the processed video to determine a quality score. In the case of full-reference models (as in the ITU standards
mentioned above) a reference signal is also used to predict the degradation of the processed video. A big disadvantage
of perceptual models is that they are computationally demanding and not suitable for deployment on a large scale for
the purposes of network monitoring.
[0005] A more light-weight approach is therefore currently being standardized in ITU-T SG12/Q14 under the working
name P.NAMS. The model takes as its input network layer protocol headers and uses these to make a quality estimation
of the transmitted video. This makes the model very efficient to implement and use, but on its own the quality estimation
of the transmitted video is rather coarse. Therefore ITU-T SG12/Q14 will also standardize a video bit stream quality
model under the working name P.NBAMS. This model uses not just the network layer protocol headers but also the
encoded elementary stream or "bit stream". Using both sets of inputs has the advantage that it will be fairly light-weight
at the same time as obtaining a better estimate of the quality of the video as compared to the P.NAMS model.
[0006] Block based coding is the dominating video encoding technology with codec standards such as H.263, MPEG-
4 Visual, MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) and the emerging H.265 standard being developed in the ITU Joint Collaborative Team
on Video Coding (JCT-VC). Block based coding uses different types of pictures (which employ different types of prediction)
to be able to compress the video as efficiently as possible. Intra pictures (I-pictures) may only be predicted spatially from
areas in the picture itself. Predictive pictures (P pictures) are temporally predicted from previous coded picture(s).
However, some macro-blocks in P-pictures may be intra-encoded. Bidirectional predictive pictures (B-pictures) are
predicted from both previous and following pictures. An I-picture with the restriction that no picture prior to that may be
used for prediction is called an Instantaneous Decoding Refresh (IDR) picture. I and IDR pictures are often much more
expensive to encode in terms of bits than the P-pictures and B-pictures.
[0007] To increase error resilience in error prone communications networks, I or IDR pictures are inserted periodically
to refresh the video. I or IDR pictures are also inserted periodically to allow for random access and channel switching.
Moreover, I or IDR pictures are inserted when the cost (both in terms of induced distortion and bit allocation) of encoding
a picture as P-picture is greater than the cost of encoding it as an I or IDR picture. This occurs when the spatial redundancy
of the picture is higher than the temporal redundancy of the picture with its reference pictures. This typically happens
when the picture under consideration is a scene change, also known as a scene cut, which means that the depicted
scene is quite different from its previous picture. Whether the forced intra pictures should be inserted in time is not
defined by the video coding standard (which defines only the decoding procedure), but it is up to the encoder to decide.
[0008] On average, television content typically contains a transition between scenes, known as a scene change, every
3-5 second. Scene changes may occur instantly between two pictures or be faded over several pictures. Because it is
usually the case that no good temporal prediction can be made from one side of a scene change to another, a smart
encoder will often try to align a scene cut with an I- or IDR-picture.
[0009] WO 2009/012297 describes a method and system for estimating the content of frames in an encrypted packet
video stream without decrypting the packets by exploiting information only from the packet headers. An I-frame is denoted
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as the start of a new scene if the length of the prior Group of Pictures (GOP) is abnormally short and the penultimate
GOP length is equal to its maximum value. However, the major shortcoming with this method is that the scene changes
which occur in normal GOP lengths cannot be identified. For example, if the normal GOP length is 25 frames, then a
scene change which occurs in frame number 25, 50, 75,100, etc. cannot be detected. Moreover, a shorter GOP length
does not necessarily mean that the picture under consideration is a scene change, thus leading to many false positives.
[0010] US 2010/0054333 describes video traffic bandwidth prediction. Frames of a video stream may be encoded
according to a compression scheme. The encoded frames may be received and, depending on the type of frame, may
be used to predict the size of other frames of the stream. The predicted frame sizes may then be used to allocate
bandwidth for transmission of the video stream.

Summary

[0011] There is provided herein a plurality of scene change detection methods which are suitable for use in a quality
assessment model. Further, there is provided a quality assessment model which employs scene change detection.
[0012] Packet losses occurring during a scene change are often much more visible than packet losses occurring in
the middle of a scene. Accordingly, there is provided a quality detection model which uses scene change detection in
combination with detection of errors such as packet losses. However, a scene change detection method for the purposes
of a quality assessment model must be very accurate as any error in scene change detection is likely to be amplified in
the quality assessment.
[0013] Figure 1 illustrates the relative impact of a data loss in an I-picture in two circumstances. Figure 1a shows the
data loss in an I-picture at the start of a new scene, whereas figure 1b shows a similar loss but at the I-picture in the
middle of a scene. In figure 1a picture 110 features a "missing section" 115, where the decoder has not received data
relating to this part of the new scene and so uses the corresponding section from a picture from the previous scene.
Here, the new scene is of players on a field, whereas the previous scene is of a crowd. In figure 1b the data loss occurs
during a scene showing players on the field and so the data loss is far less noticeable. The detail of the upper player on
the right hand side of picture 120 is distorted, but the data loss is barely perceptible.
[0014] Moreover, scene changes have an impact on the quality of video signals even if no transmission errors occur.
Typically, sequences with scene changes have lower quality because they represent more complex content which is in
general more costly to encode. Additionally, the I-pictures which are at the start of a new scene usually are (or at least
behave as if they are) IDR pictures. This deteriorates the compression efficiency because of the limited number of
reference pictures.
[0015] There is provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, wherein the streamed video
comprises a series of pictures. The method comprises calculating, for a plurality of positions, a difference between the
cost of coding macro-blocks at the same position in successive pictures. The method further comprises identifying a
new scene when the sum of the differences for a plurality of positions meets a threshold criterion.
[0016] Where the streamed video is encoded, the above method may operate on the encoded bit stream. The method
does not require the decoding of the streamed video.
[0017] The positions for which differences are calculated may be: pixel positions; sub-block positions; and/or macro-
block positions. The pixel positions may comprise the positions of individual pixels or the positions of groups of pixels.
[0018] The cost of coding a macro-block may be determined according to macro-block type. The macro-block type
may comprise one of: skip; inter-coded macro-block as one partition; inter-coded macro-block subdivided into multiple
partitions; intra-coded macro-block as one partition; and intra-coded macro-block subdivided into multiple partitions. A
historical average coding cost of each macro-block type may be used to assign a coding cost to a particular macro-block
using only the particular macro-blocks type.
[0019] The method may further comprise applying motion compensation, whereby the difference between the cost of
coding macro-blocks for pixels at the same position in successive pictures is calculated for the pixel positions after
motion compensation has been applied. This means that the difference between pixel values is calculated between a
location of the current picture and its motion-compensated location in the reference (previous) picture.
[0020] The method may further comprise including an offset between the positions in successive pictures. For each
of a plurality of offset values, a sum of the differences for a plurality of positions may be calculated to obtain a plurality
of difference totals corresponding to the plurality of offset values. The method may further comprise comparing the
minimum of the plurality of difference totals to the threshold criterion. This allows for misalignment of otherwise similar
macro-blocks, for example due to a panning motion between successive pictures.
[0021] The method may further comprise identifying a new scene when the sum of the differences for a plurality of
pixel positions is either higher than a maximum threshold value or lower than a minimum threshold value. At least one
threshold value may be determined by taking a weighted average of differences calculated between a predetermined
number of the immediately preceding pictures, wherein the differences between the more recent pictures are given a
greater weight. This is sometimes referred to as using a sliding window.
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[0022] There is also provided an apparatus for detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The apparatus comprises a processor arranged to calculate, for a plurality of positions,
a difference between the cost of coding macro-blocks at the same position in successive pictures. The apparatus further
comprises a scene change detector arranged to identify a new scene when the sum of the differences for a plurality of
positions meets a threshold criterion.
[0023] There is further provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The method comprises calculating, for a plurality of positions, a difference between pixel
values at the same position in successive pictures. The method further comprises applying a weighting to the difference,
the weighting dependent upon the macro-block type associated with the position. The method further comprises iden-
tifying a new scene when the sum of the weighted differences for a plurality of positions exceeds a threshold value.
[0024] The method may further comprise applying motion compensation, and wherein the difference between the cost
of coding macro-blocks for pixels at the same position in successive pictures is calculated for the pixel positions after
motion compensation has been applied. This means that the difference between pixel values is calculated between a
location of the current picture and its motion-compensated location in the reference (previous) picture.
[0025] There is also provided an apparatus for detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The apparatus comprises a pixel information analyzer arranged to calculate, for a plurality
of positions, a difference between pixel values at the same position in successive pictures. The apparatus further com-
prises a processor arranged to apply a weighting to the difference, the weighting dependent upon the macro-block type
associated with the position. The apparatus further still comprises a scene change detector arranged to identify a new
scene when the sum of the weighted differences for a plurality of positions exceeds a threshold value.
[0026] There is further provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The method comprises determining the encoded size of a picture. The method further
comprises determining the picture type of the picture. The method further still comprises identifying a new scene when
the encoded picture size exceeds a threshold for the detected picture type.
[0027] The picture type may be determined according to information extracted from packet headers of the streamed
video. The picture type may be determined from timestamp information contained in the RTP or MPEG2-TS PES header.
[0028] The picture type may comprise one of: intra-coded; uni-directional predictive pictures; and bi-directional pre-
dictive pictures. The bi-directional predictive pictures may be reference and/or non-reference pictures.
[0029] There is also provided an apparatus for detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The apparatus comprises a processor arranged to determine the encoded size of a
picture, and to determine the picture type of the picture. The apparatus further comprises a scene change detector
arranged to identify a new scene when the encoded picture size exceeds a threshold for the detected picture type.
[0030] There is further provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The method comprises determining the encoded size of a picture. The method further
comprises determining the picture type according to the encoded size of the picture. The method further comprises
calculating, for a plurality of pixel positions, a difference between pixel values at the same position in successive pictures.
The method further comprises calculating a measure of difference between successive pictures by summing the pixel
differences. The method further comprises applying a weighting to the measure of difference between successive pic-
tures, the weighting dependent upon the picture type. The method further comprises identifying a new scene when the
weighted difference exceeds a threshold value.
[0031] The picture type may comprise one of: intra-coded; uni-directional predictive pictures; and bi-directional pre-
dictive pictures. The bi-directional predictive pictures may be hierarchical and/or non-hierarchical.
[0032] There is also provided an apparatus for detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures. The apparatus comprises a processor arranged to determine the encoded size of a
picture, and to determine the picture type according to the encoded size of the picture. The processor is further arranged
to calculate: a difference between pixel values at the same position in successive pictures for a plurality of pixel positions;
and a measure of difference between successive pictures by summing the pixel differences. The processor is further
arranged to apply a weighting to the measure of difference between successive pictures, the weighting dependent upon
the picture type. The apparatus further comprises a scene change detector arranged to identify a new scene when the
weighted difference exceeds a threshold value.
[0033] There is further provided a method of determining the perceptual impact of a packet loss on a streamed video,
the streamed video comprising a series of pictures. The method comprises identifying a packet loss. The method further
comprises determining if the lost packet contained information relating to a picture at the start of a new scene, wherein
a new scene is detected using the method of detecting a scene change according to any of the above described methods.
[0034] There is further provided a computer-readable medium, carrying instructions, which, when executed by com-
puter logic, causes said computer logic to carry out any of the methods described above.
[0035] The invention is defined by the method, the computer readable medium and the apparatus defined in the
appended claims.
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Brief description of the drawings

[0036] A scene change detection method and a quality assessment model will now be described, by way of example
only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates the relative impact of a data loss in an I-picture in two circumstances;
Figure 2 is a flow diagram showing the method of identifying a scene change using features extracted from the
encoded video stream;
Figure 3 illustrates picture comparison using macro-block types;
Figure 4 is a flow diagram showing the method of identifying a scene change using features extracted from the video
stream and decoded pixel data;
Figure 5 is a flow diagram showing the method of identifying a scene change using packet header information of
encoded video signals;
Figure 6 illustrates an example of how the picture type is determined from the size of each picture;
Figure 7 is a flow diagram of a scene change detection procedure embodying the above described method;
Figure 8 is a flow diagram showing the method of identifying a scene change using packet header information and
the decoded pixel data; and
Figure 9 illustrates an apparatus for performing the above described methods.

Detailed description

[0037] There are presented herein four different types of scene change detection for use in video quality models under
the following four sets of circumstances:

i) using features extracted or computed from the encoded video bit stream when decoding of pixel data is either not
possible or not allowed;
ii) using features extracted or computed from the video bit stream when decoding of pixel data is allowed;
iii) using packet header information of encoded video signals; and
iv) using packet header information and the pixel data obtained by decoding the video bit stream.

[0038] A model having access to decoded pixel data will potentially be able to make a more accurate estimation of
the perceived video quality. However, this comes at the cost of higher complexity with increased demand for resources
including memory and processing power.
[0039] The four different modes of operation presented herein are either specified from the complexity requirements
of a video quality assessment module or from the lack of specific information due to encryption of the video signal. For
example, if the video quality measurement is deployed in a network location with limited power resources or if the video
signal is encrypted, then mode (iii) would be appropriate. If the model is deployed in a decoding device at the end user
premises and the video signal is encrypted then the invention can additionally use the pixel data from the reconstructed
pictures (which can be, for example, captured from the end user device) and mode (iv) would be appropriate. If the video
signal is not encrypted then the system can exploit the features of the video bit stream as described in modes (i) and
(ii) depending on the complexity specifications and requirements.
[0040] Each of the modes will be described in turn.

(i) USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE ENCODED VIDEO STREAM.

[0041] This method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video comprises: calculating, for a plurality of positions,
a difference between the cost of coding macro-blocks at the same position in successive pictures; and identifying a new
scene when the sum of the differences for a plurality of positions meets a threshold criterion.
[0042] This method, as applied to two successive pictures in a streamed video is illustrated by the flow diagram in
figure 2. At 210 the picture positions that will be compared are selected. For some implementations, every picture location
may be compared, but for others a sub-set is selected either according to a predetermined or even a random pattern.
At 220, a value relating to the cost of coding a macro-block at each of the selected picture positions, in both of the
pictures is determined. At 230, the difference in the coding cost between the two pictures is calculated at each of the
selected positions. These differences are summed and the total difference is compared to a threshold value. If the total
difference exceeds the threshold value then it is determined that a scene change has occurred.
[0043] This scene change detection method may be employed when a quality assessment model detects one of the
following:
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- the loss of one or more pictures;
- the loss of part of a picture, the picture being encoded as an I-picture or an IDR picture;
- the loss of a part of a picture, wherein the proportion of intra-coded macro-blocks in the picture exceeds a threshold,

such that the picture has a similar impact to an I-picture or IDR picture.

[0044] The method may be applied to two pictures, one occurring prior to a data loss, the other after it. The method
comprises making a comparison between two pictures. This allows the determination of whether the loss has occurred
during a scene change. However, a scene change detection method could also be applied even if no losses have occurred.
[0045] An indication of the cost of coding a macro-block at a position in a picture can be determined using: motion
vectors, macro-block types, number of bits used for macro-block coding, and/or quantization values.
[0046] Where motion vectors are used to determine the cost of coding a macro-block, the direction and size of the
motion vector for the macro-block are used. The greater the size of the motion vector the greater the coding cost. The
direction of the motion vector may also have an impact on the coding cost. This approach can detect many cases where
a scene change occurs. However, for very static scenes the motion vector only approach will not be able to detect scene
changes (i.e. scene changes from one static scene to another static scene are difficult to detect by looking at motion
vectors).
[0047] The coding cost can also be determined by analyzing the complexity of particular areas of the pictures. The
complexity can be measured by looking at the number of used bits or the type of macro-block that is used in a particular
macro-block position. For macro-block types, each type of macro-block can be assigned a number according to the table
below, where expensive macro-blocks are assigned higher values.

[0048] The picture comparison illustrated in figure 3 uses macro-block types, with a scoring system corresponding to
table 1. The size of each picture in this example is only 5x5 macro-blocks for illustrative purposes. In practice, a typical
picture size is often between QCIF video format (11x9 macro-blocks) and full HD video (120x68 macro-blocks). In figure
3a the macro-block type is illustrated by a symbol: Intra macro-block including sub-blocks by a circle; Intra 16 x 16 by
a square; Inter macro-block including sub-blocks by a triangle; Inter 16 x 16 by a blank; Skip by a cross. Figure 3a shows
three successive pictures, 301, 302, 303.
[0049] Figure 3b shows difference maps for successive pairs of pictures in figure 3a. The first difference map contains
the absolute difference per macro-block value between pictures 301 and 302. The second difference map contains the
absolute difference per macro-block between pictures 302 and 303. The average difference in the first difference map
is 3.8 and in the second difference map it is 22.4. The distributions of macro-block types are the same for the three
pictures in the example but the differences are very different due to the positions of the complexity. The complexity in
pictures 301 and 302 is in very similar positions, whereas the complexity in pictures 302 and 303 is in very different
positions.
[0050] The above method can be extended to allow for a misalignment of one or two macro-blocks. This can compensate
for certain movements such as a camera panning and can make the result more accurate. Even if the two pictures to
be compared are very similar when it comes to for instance the macro-block type pattern, they may still get a high
differential value if all blocks in one of the pictures are shifted slightly (for instance due to camera motion). Allowing for
a misalignment of one or two blocks would mean that the calculation of the differences between the blocks would consider
the value of the surrounding blocks. In practice this could mean that the difference for the block would be the minimum
of the plurality of difference values obtained by comparing the block to all surrounding blocks. 

Table 1: macro-block type value assignment for picture matching.

Macro-block type Assigned value

Intra macro-block including sub-blocks 100

Intra 16 x 16 75

Inter macro-block including sub-blocks 60

Inter 16 x 16 25

Skip 0
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[0051] The difference for a macro-block at a position of picture 302 is the minimum of the difference values (e.g. Table
1) for the macro-block at position (m+x, n+y) of picture 301, m and n indicating the position of the macro-block in picture
301 and x and y indicating an offset between the macro-block position of pictures 301 and 302 in the horizontal and
vertical directions respectively, where x and y take any of the values of (-1,-1), (-1,0), (-1,1), (0,-1), (0,0), (0,1), (1,-1),
(1,0), and (1,1).
[0052] Further, the above methods can be extended to take into account motion compensation. In contrast to I-pictures
which only may predict from itself, P-pictures and B-pictures predict from previous (and sometimes future) pictures.
Prediction from other pictures can be done by just predicting from the exact corresponding pixel positions in the other
picture, or a motion vector can be applied to predict from a different spatial position in the other picture. This is especially
useful when there is natural motion between the two pictures.
[0053] Motion compensation can be applied here with the aim of aligning the blocks to be compared according to the
motion vectors before calculating the difference. For instance, consider the top-most inter macro-block including sub-
blocks in picture 302 of figure 3a marked by a triangle. Top left pixel of the picture has pixel position (0,0), and each
macro-block comprises 16x16 pixels. The subject macro-block has top left pixel in pixel position (16, 16). If this is derived
from a macro-block in the previous picture in the macro-block position adjacent to it shifted one to the right, then it would
have a motion vector mv(x,y) = (16,0) pointing at pixel position (32, 16) in picture 301. By performing a motion compen-
sation before calculating a difference we would end up with a difference of 0 instead of 35 for this macro-block.
[0054] Of course, motion vectors do not necessarily have to be aligned with the size of macro blocks, but could point
at any pixel (even half- and quarter pixel positions in H.264). To accommodate for this, the method may select the block
closest to the pixel position that the motion vector points at, or the method may perform a weighting of the four blocks
that intersect with the predicted block. For example, say that the motion vector mv(x,y) = (-12,3) is used in encoding the
same subject macro-block in picture 302 (the top-most macro-block marked by a triangle). The prediction would then
be taken from a 16x16 block with top left pixel in position (4,19) and the weighting done from the macro blocks in position
(0,16), (16,16), (0,32) and (16, 32) from picture 301. The weighting may be calculated as follows:

[0055] Yet another way to get more stable results of the matching of the parameters is to average over several pictures
using a sliding window approach. Dividing the average difference with the average difference of the previous picture will
make it possible to detect scene changes using a static threshold of n and 1/n. We could for instance have the two series
of average absolute differences below:

[0056] Dividing the values with the previous value yields:

[0057] Using n = 3 means that a value above 3 or below 0.33 indicates that a scene change has occurred. In the
examples above we detect a new scene at the fourth picture for both sequences.
[0058] In alternative embodiments, the assigned values according to macro-block type in table 1, as used in the above
methods, are replaced by the number of bits used for coding each macro-block.
[0059] In yet further embodiments, the differences in quantization parameter (QP) may also be indicative of a scene
change if the QP suddenly drops or increases over one picture.
[0060] The quantization parameter (QP) determines how much the differences between two blocks should be quan-
tized. Each coefficient of the transformed pixel differences are quantized to one of the quantization steps determined
by the QP and corresponding look-up tables. A high QP means lower fidelity of the quantization steps resulting in low
quality and a low QP means higher fidelity of the quantization steps giving a higher quality. QP is thus a good indicator
of the quality degradation due to encoding and is frequently used by bitrate control algorithms to maximize the quality
given the available bitrate. QP can be set individually for each macro block, but as it is relatively expensive to change
the QP back and forth for each macro block, large QP differences are usually set per picture.

Sequence a: 3.3 2.3 3.8 22.4 20.3 21.0
Sequence b: 8.4 7.3 7.8 1.2 2.2 2.0

Sequence a: 0.7 1.7 9.7 0.9 1.0
Sequence b: 0.9 1.1 0.2 1.8 0.9
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(ii) USING FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE VIDEO STREAM AND DECODED PIXEL DATA.

[0061] The above methods for detecting a scene change from video stream information can be extended when the
decoded pixel data is available for analysis. This may be the case in a set-top-box, which can decode the encrypted
video bit stream in order to generate the pixel data and display the streamed video. Of course, such decoding may be
performed at other nodes in the distribution network, though this is not normally done due to the processing requirements,
and may not be possible if the video stream is encrypted.
[0062] There is provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video comprising
a series of pictures, the method comprising: calculating, for a plurality of positions, a difference between pixel values at
the same position in successive pictures; applying a weighting to the difference, the weighting dependent upon the
macro-block type associated with the position; and identifying a new scene when the sum of the weighted differences
for a plurality of positions exceeds a threshold value.
[0063] This is based on the principle that the pixel values of two consecutive pictures which belong to the same scene
will differ slightly (since the depicted scene undergoes a small translation, rotation, or scaling from one picture to another)
while the difference in pixel values is expected to be much higher if the two consecutive pictures belong to different
scenes (i.e, if there is a scene change between the two examined pictures).
[0064] Moreover, the motivation of including the macro-block type as a weighting factor stems from the fact that it
provides an indication of the predictability and the temporal redundancy between the specific location of the picture
under consideration and its reference picture(s). In the following, the solution is described for the macro-block encoding
modes specified in the H.264/AVC video coding standard. However, the same principles may be applied to other block-
based video coding standards.
[0065] A macro-block encoded in SKIP mode, is likely to belong to a picture which resembles its reference picture
and, therefore, is not a scene change. Similarly, the INTER-16x16 encoding mode is typically selected for the macro-
blocks that represent uniform regions which can be very efficiently temporally predicted by previous picture(s). Hence,
it is again evident that these macro-blocks are less likely to appear in a frame which is a scene change.
[0066] On the other hand, the INTRA-4x4 encoding mode is usually selected for those macro-blocks that exhibit very
low temporal redundancy with their temporal and spatial predictors. Therefore, these macro-blocks are more likely to
appear in a frame which is a scene change.
[0067] Accordingly, the difference in pixel values of subsequent pictures is weighted according to the macro-block
type. In particular, where a macro-block is split into sub-blocks, it is expected that collocated pixel values will have
changed from the previous picture to the current picture, and so pixel differences associated with such macro block
types are given an increased weighting. Skip macro-blocks (and to slightly lesser extent full-size intra and inter macro-
blocks) are expected to take very similar collocated pixel values between the current frame and the previous frame, and
so any pixel value differences for these macro-blocks is given a lower weighting.
[0068] A flow chart illustrating this method, as applied to two successive pictures in a streamed video, is shown in
Figure 4. At 410 the picture positions that will be compared are selected. For some implementations, every picture
location may be compared, but for others a sub-set is selected either according to a predetermined or even a random
pattern. At 420, the difference in the pixel values between the two pictures is calculated at each of the selected positions.
At 430, a weighting is applied to the calculated differences, the weighting dependent upon the macro-block type used
to encode the pixel values of each position in the latter of the pictures. At 440, these weighted differences are summed.
At 450, the total difference is compared to a threshold value. If the total difference exceeds the threshold value then it
is determined that a scene change has occurred.
[0069] The weighted difference between pixel values in collocated position in two consecutive pictures is examined.

More specifically, let  denote the pixel value at the m-th row and n-th column of the k-th picture. Then, the difference
between the picture under consideration and the previous picture is computed as: 

[0070] As an alternative, this method could be extended such that the difference is computed between the current
picture and the previous motion compensated picture to account for the movement between the successive pictures.
Moreover, any other distortion metric could be used, such as, for example, the sum of absolute differences or the sum
of squared differences.
[0071] Either using the difference, or the motion compensated difference, the difference of pixels in the current picture
as compared to the previous picture is weighted based on the macro-block type that the pixels in the current picture
belong to. An example of the weights assigned to each macro-block type is provided in Table 2.
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[0072] Thus, for every picture the following weighted sum is computed: 

[0073] Subsequently, the weighted sum is compared to a threshold Tscene to determine whether the examined picture
is the start of a new scene or not. if the computed difference exceeds the threshold, then the current picture is denoted
as a scene change.

(iii) USING PACKET HEADER INFORMATION OF ENCODED VIDEO SIGNALS.

[0074] In some cases, along the transmission path of the streamed video, the only available information to determine
the scene changes is the packet headers which transport the video signal. In this case, the size and the type of each
picture can be computed by extracting information from the packet headers.
[0075] Accordingly there is provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures, the method comprising: determining the encoded size of a picture; determining the
picture type of the picture; and identifying a new scene when the encoded picture size exceeds a threshold for the
detected picture type.
[0076] The method is illustrated by a flow chart in Figure 5. At 510 the encoded picture size is determined from the
packet headers of the video bit stream. At 520 the picture size is used to determine the picture type. This is possible
because the sizes of different picture types fall within identifiable ranges, as will be explained below. Then, at 530, the
picture size of an I-picture is compared to a threshold criterion, the threshold criterion dependent upon the determined
picture type. A scene change is detected when the size of one picture type makes a significant change. A scene change
may be detected when the size of one picture type exceeds a threshold value. The threshold value may be: predetermined;
predetermined and dependent on the encoding parameters of the video stream; or determined according to the sizes
of recently received pictures of one or more types.
[0077] The picture type is determined from the size of each picture. Figure 6 illustrates an example of how this can
be done. Chart 600 shown in figure 6 shows the picture size for a series of 60 pictures, numbered 0 to 59. Picture number
is shown on the horizontal axis 610, picture size is shown in the vertical axis 620. I-pictures, P-pictures and B-pictures
are shown according to the key at the top left corner of chart 600. As shown in figure 6, I-pictures are larger than P-
pictures, and P-pictures are larger than B-pictures. As evident from figure 6, the encoded size of the I-pictures fall within
a first range 601, the encoded sizes of the P-pictures fall within a second range 602, and the encoded sizes of the B-
pictures fall within a third range 603.
[0078] Alternatively, the picture type may be determined from packet header information using both their size and the
GOP pattern of the examined video bit stream. Such a method is described in European Patent Application Number
2010171431.9. The GOP pattern is estimated by pattern matching of the encountered frame sizes in each GOP to typical
predefined GOP patterns. With the knowledge of this estimated GOP pattern the type of every subsequent frame can
be estimated.
[0079] This alternative picture type determination method comprises:

Table 2: Weights based on macro-block type

Macroblock type Weight wt

Skip 0.2

Intra 16x16 0.9

Intra 8x8 0.9

Intra 4x4 1.0

Inter 16x16 0.4

Inter 16x8 .05

Inter 8x16 0.5

Inter 8x8 (with no subtypes) 0.6

Inter 8x8 (with subtypes) 0.7
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a. capturing the frame sizes (in bytes) of every video frame subsequent to an initial Intra-frame, I-frame, to obtain
an array of frame sizes;
b. converting, after a number of frames, the array of frame sizes into an array of zeros and ones, where zero stands
for small frames size, as assumed for bi-directional frames, B-frames, and one stands for large frame sizes, as
assumed for predicted frames, P-frames;
c. matching the array of zeros and ones obtained in (b) to a number of predefined patterns of binaries, said predefined
patterns of binaries depicting possible GOP structures;
d. converting the result of said matching in step (c) to form a single score value; and
e. determining the particular pattern of the number of predefined patterns of binaries having the best score value,
according to a predefined metric.

[0080] This alternative method does not determine the frame type based on the frame size of a single frame, but rather
considers a plurality of frames and their respective frame sizes to match them with predefined patterns, and from that
matching determines the structure of the GOP and thus the type of each picture.
[0081] Figure 6 is merely an illustration; the first, second and third ranges depend upon a number of factors, which
include the video resolution , the encoding parameters, and the spatio-temporal complexity of the content. However, the
relative difference between the three types of picture is a characteristic of this block-based coding and the ranges can
be derived from the immediately preceding pictures.
[0082] The following is a detailed explanation of a scene change detection procedure embodying the above described
method. This procedure is illustrated by the flow diagram in Figure 7. Typically, a new scene will start with an I-picture,
and so this procedure is applied to each detected I-picture in a video stream to determine whether it is the start of a new
scene.
[0083] The video bit stream is received and at 710 the computation of picture size and picture type is performed as
described above. At 720, the size of the I-picture is normalized based on the sizes of the previous P-pictures to reflect
the content changes in the most recent pictures. The new normalized size I_k^norm of the I-picture is given by: 

where  denotes the size of the k-th I-picture, and the scaling factor scale_factork is given by: 

where  is the picture size of the k-th P picture in the current GOP and M is the total number of P pictures in the
current GOP.
[0084] At 730, the ratio of the normalized picture size of a previous I-picture and the picture size of the current I-picture
is computed: 

[0085] Also, the ratio of the P-picture sizes before and after the current I-picture is computed: 

and the ratio of the B-picture sizes before and after the current I-picture: 
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[0086] At 740 a determination is made as to whether the ratio  is greater than a predetermined value T_l_high or
is lower than another value T_l_low. Examples of each of the predetermined threshold values "T" referred to herein are
given in table 3 further below.

[0087] If the ratio  is greater than a predetermined value T_l_high or is lower than another value T_l_low, then a

further determination 750 is made. At 750, it is determined whether  or  or 

or  If any of these conditions are met then at 780 the current I-picture is determined to be the start of a
new scene. If none of these conditions are met then current I-picture is determined not to start a new scene and the
process proceeds at 790 to the next I-picture.

[0088] If the ratio  is neither greater than a predetermined value T_l_high nor is lower than another value T_l_low,
then a further determination 760 is made. At 760, it is determined whether rk > TI,med-high, or rk < TI,med-low. If neither of
these conditions are met then current I-picture is determined not to start a new scene and the process proceeds at 790
to the next I-picture. If either of the conditions at determination 760 are met, then the process proceeds to determination
770.

[0089] At 770, it is determined whether  or  or  or

 If any of these conditions are met then at 780 the current I picture is determined to be the start of a
new scene. If none of these conditions are met then current I-picture is determined not to start a new scene and the
process proceeds at 790 to the next I-picture.
[0090] From the above it can be seen that an I-picture is denoted as a scene cut if either condition (a) or condition (b)
is met:

a) [rk > TI,high or rk < TI,low] and  
b) [rk > TI,med-high or rk < TI,med-low] and

 

In all other cases, the current I-picture is not denoted as a scene change.
[0091] The values of the aforementioned thresholds are given in Table 3. Other threshold values may be used.

Table 3: Threshold values for scene cut detection

Threshold type Value

TI,low 0.7

TI,high 1.5

TI,med-low 0.8

TI,med-high 1.25

TP,high 1.65

TP,loW 0.7

TP,med-low 0.7

T P,med-high 1.65

TB,low 0.7
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(iv) USING PACKET HEADER INFORMATION AND THE DECODED PIXEL DATA.

[0092] In this method, the scene change is detected by exploiting information both from the packet headers which
transport the video signal and also from the pixel values (or features extracted from the pixel values). As explained above
in section (ii) the decoded pixel data is available for analysis in, for example a set-top-box. Further, such decoding may
be preformed at other nodes in the distribution network, though this is not normally done due to the processing require-
ments, and may not be possible if the video stream is encrypted.
[0093] This method uses the pixel values to determine a difference between two pictures, if the difference is significant
enough then it is determined that a scene change has occurred between the two pictures. The present method incor-
porates into this that a scene change is more likely to occur with an I-picture, less likely with a P-picture, and very unlikely
with a B-picture. A difference calculated from comparison of pixel positions between two pictures is weighted to take
this into account.
[0094] Accordingly there is provided a method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video
comprising a series of pictures, the method comprising: determining the encoded size of a picture; determining the
picture type according to the encoded size of the picture; calculating, for a plurality of pixel positions, a difference between
pixel values at the same position in successive pictures; calculating a measure of difference between successive pictures
by summing the pixel differences; applying a weighting to the measure of difference between successive pictures, the
weighting dependent upon the picture type; and identifying a new scene when the weighted difference exceeds a
threshold value.
[0095] A flow chart illustrating this method is shown in Figure 8. At 810 the encoded picture size is determined from
the packet headers of the video bit stream. At 820 the picture size is used to determine the picture type. This is possible
because the sizes of different picture types fall within identifiable ranges, as explained above. At 830 the picture positions
that will be compared are selected. For some implementations, every picture location may be compared, but for others
a sub-set is selected either according to a predetermined or even a random pattern. At 840, the difference in the pixel
values between the two pictures is calculated at each of the selected positions. At 850, these differences are summed.
At 860, a weighting is applied to the summed difference, the weighting dependent upon picture type of the latter of the
pictures. At 870, the weighted difference is compared to a threshold value. If the total difference exceeds the threshold
value then it is determined that a scene change occurs with the latter of the two pictures.
[0096] This method may be applied when the video bit stream is encrypted, when the extraction of features directly
from the video bit stream would not be feasible. Despite the encryption, the reconstructed pictures which are eventually
displayed in the display device are captured and exploited for the scene change detection.
[0097] The computation of picture types and sizes using the packet header information, is performed as described in
the previous section. Subsequently, the pixel values of two subsequent pictures are examined to determine the degree
of difference between the considered pictures. The difference between the pictures is weighted according to the computed
picture type because it is expected that scene changes will have been detected at the encoding stage. Therefore, I-
pictures are more likely to be representing the start of new scenes than P- or B-pictures.

[0098] More specifically, let    denote the pixel value at the m-th row and n-th column of the k-th picture. Then,
the difference between the picture under consideration and the subsequent picture is computed as: 

where k=0,..., K-1, m=0,...,M, n=0,...N and K,M,N, denote the number of pictures of the video sequence, the number of
rows in a picture, and the number of columns in a picture, respectively. At the next step, the difference of pixels in the
two considered pictures is weighted based on the picture type. An example of the weights assigned to each macro-block
type is provided in table 4.

(continued)

Threshold type Value

T B,high 1.65

T B,med-high 1.65

TB, med-low 0.7
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[0099] Thus, for every picture the following weighted sum is computed: 

[0100] Subsequently, the weighted sum is compared to a threshold to determine whether the examined picture is a
scene cut or not.
[0101] Figure 9 illustrates an apparatus for performing the above described methods. A video bit stream is received
by both a decoder 910 and a packet header analyzer 920. The decoder 910 decodes the video bit stream and outputs
decoded video, in the form of pixel values, to an output device 930. The decoded video is also output from the decoder
910 to the pixel information analyzer 940. A scene cut detector 950 uses both picture type indications from the packet
header analyzer 920 and pixel difference values from the pixel information analyzer 940 to make a determination of
when a scene change occurs. Packet header analyzer 920, pixel information analyzer 940 and scene cut detector 950
may all be included within a general purpose processor 960.
[0102] The above described scene change detection methods are suitable for use in a quality model. To obtain a more
robust indication, one or more of the above methods may be operated in parallel. For example, the same method may
be operated twice, using different criteria, such as determining the cost of coding a macro-block from its motion vectors
in one method and then from its type in another. The independent indications from each of these methods can be
combined to get a more robust detection of a scene change.
[0103] In a quality model, once a data loss is detected, then a determination as to whether the data loss impacted a
picture at the start of a new scene can be made. The impact of the loss is integrated into the total quality score. For
example, a large loss in the I-picture at the start of a new scene will have a greater impact upon the quality than an
equivalent loss compared to another picture.
[0104] In one embodiment, the quality model is built using an additive model. The degradation of the I-picture scene
change loss is then subtracted from the total score according to: 

[0105] In another embodiment the quality model is built using a multiplicative model. The degradation of the I-picture
scene change loss is then found by: 

[0106] In both of the above examples "packet_loss_degradation" and "scene_change_loss_degradation" are values
between 0 and 1.
[0107] It will be apparent to the skilled person that the exact order and content of the actions carried out in the method
described herein may be altered according to the requirements of a particular set of execution parameters. Accordingly,
the order in which actions are described and/or claimed is not to be construed as a strict limitation on order in which
actions are to be performed.
[0108] Further, while examples have been given in the context of particular video transmission standards, these

Table 4: Weights based on picture 
type

Picture type Weight wT

I 1.0

P 0.1

B 0.05
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examples are not intended to be the limit of the communications standards to which the disclosed method and apparatus
may be applied.

Claims

1. A method of detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video comprising a series of intra coded
pictures, predictive pictures and bi-directional pictures, the method comprising:

determining (510) the encoded size of a picture;
determining (520) the picture type of the picture;
identifying a new scene when the picture type is an intra coded picture and:

a) a ratio (730) between a normalized picture size of a previous intra-coded picture and a picture size of
the intra-coded picture is larger than (760) a first predetermined value (T_l_med-high) or lower than (760)
a second predetermined value (T_l_med-low), wherein the picture size of the previous intra-coded picture
is normalized by a scale factor, the scale factor being a ratio of a median and a mean of the previous inter-
coded picture sizes, and
b) a ratio of Predictive picture sizes before and after the intra-coded picture is lower than (770) a third
predetermined value (T_P_med-low) or higher than (770) a fourth predetermined value (T_P_med-high),
or a ratio of bi-directional picture sizes before and after the intra-coded picture is lower than (770) a fifth
predetermined value (T_B_med-low) or higher than (770) a sixth predetermined value (T_B_med-high).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the picture type a ratio of bi-directional picture sizes before and after the picture is
lower than (770) a fifth predetermined value (T_B_med-low) or higher than (770) a sixth predetermined value
(T_B_med-high) is determined (510, 710) according to the encoded size of the picture.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the determining (520, 710) of picture type according to the encoded size of picture
is performed using a record of the encoded sizes of recent pictures.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the picture type is determined (520, 710) according to information extracted from
packet headers of the streamed video.

5. The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein the first predetermined value (T_l_med-high) is 1.25.

6. A method of determining the perceptual impact of the occurrence of a new scene in a streamed video, the streamed
video comprising a series of pictures (120), wherein a new scene is detected using the method of detecting (780)
a scene change according to any of claims 1 to 5.

7. A computer-readable medium, carrying instructions, which, when executed by computer logic, causes said computer
logic to carry out the method defined by any of claims 1 to 6.

8. An apparatus for detecting a scene change in a streamed video, the streamed video comprising a series of intra
coded pictures, predictive pictures and bi-directional pictures, the apparatus comprising:

a processor (960) arranged to determine (710) the encoded size of a picture, and to determine (710) the picture
type of the picture;
a scene change detector (950) arranged to identify a new scene when the picture type of the picture is an intra-
coded picture and:

a) a ratio (730) between a normalized picture size of a previous intra-coded picture and a picture size of
the intra-coded picture is larger than (760) a first predetermined value (T_l_med-high) or lower than (760)
a second predetermined value (T_l_med-low) wherein the picture size of the previous intra-coded picture
is normalized by a scale factor, the scale factor being a ratio of a median and a mean of the previous inter-
coded picture sizes, and
b) a ratio of Predictive picture sizes before and after the intra-coded picture is lower than (770) a third
predetermined value (T_P_med-low) or higher than (770) a fourth predetermined value (T_P_med-high)
or a ratio of bi-directional picture sizes before and after the intra-coded picture is lower than (770) a fifth
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predetermined value (T_B_med-low) or higher than (770) a sixth predetermined value (T_B_med-high).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Erkennen eines Szenenwechsels in einem gestreamten Video, wobei das gestreamte Video eine
Reihe von intracodierten Bildern, prädiktiven Bildern und bidirektionalen Bildern umfasst, wobei das Verfahren
umfasst:

Bestimmen (510) der codierten Größe eines Bildes;
Bestimmen (520) des Bildtyps des Bildes;
Identifizieren einer neuen Szene, wenn der Bildtyp ein intracodiertes Bild ist, und:

a) ein Verhältnis (730) zwischen einer normierten Bildgröße eines vorhergehenden intracodierten Bildes
und einer Bildgröße des intracodierten Bildes höher als (760) ein erster vorbestimmter Wert (T_l_med-high)
oder niedriger als (760) ein zweiter vorbestimmter Wert (T_l_med-low) ist, wobei die Bildgröße des vorher-
gehenden intracodierten Bildes durch einen Skalierungsfaktor normiert ist, wobei der Skalierungsfaktor ein
Verhältnis eines Medians und eines Mittelwerts der vorhergehenden intercodierten Bildgrößen ist, und
b) ein Verhältnis von prädiktiven Bildgrößen vor und nach dem intracodierten Bild niedriger ist als (770) ein
dritter vorbestimmter Wert (T_P_med-low) oder höher als (770) ein vierter vorbestimmter Wert (T_P_med-
high), oder ein Verhältnis von bidirektionalen Bildgrößen vor und nach dem intracodierten Bild niedriger als
(770) ein fünfter vorbestimmter Wert (T_B_med-low) oder höher als (770) ein sechster vorbestimmter Wert
(T_B_med-high) ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Bildtyp ein Verhältnis von bidirektionalen Bildgrößen vor und nach dem Bild
niedriger als (770) ein fünfter vorbestimmter Wert (T_B_med-low) oder höher als (770) ein sechster vorbestimmter
Wert (T_B_med-high), entsprechend der codierten Größe des Bildes bestimmt (510, 710), ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Bestimmen (520, 710) des Bildtyps entsprechend der codierten Größe des
Bildes unter Verwendung einer Aufzeichnung der codierten Größen neuerer Bilder durchgeführt wird.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Bildtyp (520, 710) entsprechend Informationen bestimmt wird, die aus Pa-
ketköpfen des gestreamten Videos extrahiert werden.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-4, wobei der erste vorbestimmte Wert (T_l_med-high) 1,25 beträgt.

6. Verfahren zum Bestimmen der wahrnehmbaren Auswirkung des Auftretens einer neuen Szene in einem gestreamten
Video, wobei das gestreamte Video eine Reihe von Bildern (120) umfasst, wobei eine neue Szene unter Verwendung
des Verfahrens zum Erkennen (780) einer Szenenänderung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 erkannt wird.

7. Computerlesbares Medium, das Anweisungen trägt, die, wenn sie von Computerlogik ausgeführt werden, die Com-
puterlogik veranlassen, das in den Ansprüchen 1 bis 6 definierte Verfahren auszuführen.

8. Vorrichtung zum Erkennen eines Szenenwechsels in einem gestreamten Video, wobei das gestreamte Video eine
Reihe von intracodierten Bildern, prädiktiven Bildern und bidirektionalen Bildern umfasst, wobei die Vorrichtung
umfasst:

einen Prozessor (960), der zum Bestimmen (710) der codierten Größe eines Bildes und zum Bestimmen (710)
des Bildtyps des Bildes angeordnet ist;
einen Szenenänderungsdetektor (950), der dazu angeordnet ist, eine neue Szene zu identifizieren, wenn der
Bildtyp des Bildes ein intracodiertes Bild ist, und:

a) ein Verhältnis (730) zwischen einer normierten Bildgröße eines vorhergehenden intracodierten Bildes
und einer Bildgröße des intracodierten Bildes höher als (760) ein erster vorbestimmter Wert (T_l_med-high)
oder niedriger als (760) ein zweiter vorbestimmter Wert (T_l_med-low) ist, wobei die Bildgröße des vorher-
gehenden intracodierten Bildes durch einen Skalierungsfaktor normiert ist, wobei der Skalierungsfaktor ein
Verhältnis eines Medians und eines Mittelwerts der vorhergehenden intercodierten Bildgrößen ist, und
b) ein Verhältnis von prädiktiven Bildgrößen vor und nach dem intracodierten Bild niedriger ist als (770) ein
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dritter vorbestimmter Wert (T_P_med-low) oder höher als (770) ein vierter vorbestimmter Wert (T_P_med-
high), oder ein Verhältnis von bidirektionalen Bildgrößen vor und nach dem intracodierten Bild niedriger als
(770) ein fünfter vorbestimmter Wert (T_B_med-low) oder höher als (770) ein sechster vorbestimmter Wert
(T_B_med-high) ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de détection d’un changement de scène dans une vidéo diffusée en flux, la vidéo diffusée en flux comprenant
une série d’images intra-codées, d’images prédictives et d’images bidirectionnelles, le procédé comprenant :

la détermination (510) de la taille encodée d’une image ;
la détermination (520) du type d’image de l’image ;
l’identification d’une nouvelle scène lorsque le type d’image est une image intra-codée et :

a) un rapport (730) entre une taille d’image normalisée d’une image intra-codée précédente et une taille
d’image de l’image intra-codée est plus grand (760) qu’une première valeur prédéterminée (T_l_med-high)
ou plus bas (760) qu’une deuxième valeur prédéterminée (T_l_med-low), dans lequel la taille d’image de
l’image intra-codée précédente est normalisée par un facteur d’échelle, le facteur d’échelle étant un rapport
d’une médiane et d’une moyenne des tailles d’image inter-codée précédentes, et
b) un rapport de tailles d’image prédictive avant et après l’image intra-codée est plus bas (770) qu’une
troisième valeur prédéterminée (T_P_med-low) ou plus élevé (770) qu’une quatrième valeur prédéterminée
(T_P_med-high), ou un rapport de tailles d’image bidirectionnelle avant et après l’image intra-codée est
plus bas (770) qu’une cinquième valeur prédéterminée (T_B_med-low) ou plus élevé (770) qu’une sixième
valeur prédéterminée (T_B_med-high).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le type d’image dont un rapport de tailles d’image bidirectionnelle
avant et après l’image est plus bas (770) qu’une cinquième valeur prédéterminée (T_B_med-low) ou plus élevé
(770) qu’une sixième valeur prédéterminée (T_B_med-high) est déterminé (510, 710) selon la taille encodée de
l’image.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la détermination (520, 710) de type d’image selon la taille encodée
d’image est mise en œuvre en utilisant un enregistrement des tailles encodées d’images récentes.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le type d’image est déterminé (520, 710) selon des informations
extraites d’en-têtes de paquet de la vidéo diffusée en flux.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel la première valeur prédéterminée (T_l_med-
high) vaut 1,25.

6. Procédé de détermination de l’impact perceptif de l’apparition d’une nouvelle scène dans une vidéo diffusée en flux,
la vidéo diffusée en flux comprenant une série d’images (120), dans lequel une nouvelle scène est détectée en
utilisant le procédé de détection (780) d’un changement de scène selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5.

7. Support lisible par ordinateur, comportant des instructions, qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par une logique infor-
matique, amènent ladite logique informatique à effectuer le procédé défini par l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 6.

8. Appareil de détection d’un changement de scène dans une vidéo diffusée en flux, la vidéo diffusée en flux comprenant
une série d’images intra-codées, d’images prédictives et d’images bidirectionnelles, l’appareil comprenant :

un processeur (960) agencé pour déterminer (710) la taille encodée d’une image, et pour déterminer (710) le
type d’image de l’image ;
un détecteur de changement de scène (950) agencé pour identifier une nouvelle scène lorsque le type d’image
de l’image est une image intra-codée et :

a) un rapport (730) entre une taille d’image normalisée d’une image intra-codée précédente et une taille
d’image de l’image intra-codée est plus grand (760) qu’une première valeur prédéterminée (T_l_med-high)
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ou plus bas (760) qu’une deuxième valeur prédéterminée (T_l_med-low), dans lequel la taille d’image de
l’image intra-codée précédente est normalisée par un facteur d’échelle, le facteur d’échelle étant un rapport
d’une médiane et d’une moyenne des tailles d’image inter-codée précédentes, et
b) un rapport de tailles d’image prédictive avant et après l’image intra-codée est plus bas (770) qu’une
troisième valeur prédéterminée (T_P_med-low) ou plus élevé (770) qu’une quatrième valeur prédéterminée
(T_P_med-high), ou un rapport de tailles d’image bidirectionnelle avant et après l’image intra-codée est
plus bas (770) qu’une cinquième valeur prédéterminée (T_B_med-low) ou plus élevé (770) qu’une sixième
valeur prédéterminée (T_B_med-high).
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